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What's New in the Scan Attach For Outlook?

* Scan & Attach is a handy Outlook
plugin that saves you time whenever
you want to scan a document and send
it as Outlook email attachment. It adds
a "Scan & Attach" button to new
Outlook emails and replies. When that
button is clicked the scanner begins the
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scanning process. The scanned image
will then directly be attached to the
Outlook email as a PDF, TIFF, JPEG,
PNG or BMP file. * When required
the "Scan & Preview" button opens a
full blown image editor. All the options
you may possibly need to adjust, crop,
flip or reorder the scanned images
before attaching them to the Outlook
email are there. The editor supports
multiple languages and 18 different
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skins to offer you the interface that
you prefer best. 5. Outlook Scans -
Business & Productivity Tools...
Outlook Scans lets you send one or
more scans as attachments to an email
message. Once the scan is complete,
it's a snap to attach the image to your
email. No more frustrated moments
waiting for the scan to be completed.
Just attach the scan to the email and
send it on its way. All your scans will
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be sent to a specified folder. Outlook
Scans will help you save time and
energy by automating the process of
scanning and sending your scanned
documents. Outlook Scans will take
your thoughts out of the loop and help
you with your document scanning
routine with ease. Key Features ? Snap-
Shot: Send multiple scans as an email
attachment, saving time and energy ?
Facial recognition: Recognize faces in
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scanned documents for easy text
extraction ? Notify: Email you about
when scans are completed ? Shutter:
Snap a picture of a document to scan ?
Saver: Automatically save scanned
documents for later reference ? Folder:
Specify a folder where your scans will
be saved ? Brand: Set your default
scanner from a choice of popular
brands, including Canon, Ricoh,
Samsung and Brother ? Language:
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Choose a language to suit your
international business needs ? Skin:
Choose a skin for the program
interface to suit your preferences ?
Intuit: Process scanned documents
using Intuit's Quickbooks or Quicken
software ? Sharepoint: Process scanned
documents using Sharepoint
documents libraries ? Other: Use the
free or commercial alternate scanners
available Outlook Scans - Business &
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Productivity Tools... Outlook Scans is
a helpful app designed for scanning
and sending your scans as attachments.
It will take all the frustration out of
having to manually scan and attach
documents, saving you time and
energy. As soon as you've scanned a
document, it's a snap to attach it to
your next email, saving you the trouble
of manually scanning the document
and attaching it. Outlook Scans will
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make sure all your scans are saved in a
specified folder for you. You won't
have to worry about when the scan will
be completed because your scans will
automatically be saved for you.
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System Requirements:

OS: OS X 10.5 or later CPU: 2 GHz
Intel Core2 Duo, 3 GHz or faster
processor Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: 1024x768 display, 256 MB
VRAM Hard drive: 15 GB available
space How to Play: Starting the game
will ask if you want to play in
fullscreen, if you wish to play in
windowed mode, or if you wish to play
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in scale windowed mode. In scale
windowed mode the game will zoom
out of the content you are seeing by a
factor
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